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HOW TO GET TO ÉVORA
Getting to Évora from other Portuguese cities is easy and relatively fast using any kind 
of  transport: car, rented or own; bus and train.

Lisbon - Évora
Car - - distance - 130km | average duration - 1h15m by the highway. Leave the city by 
the 25 de Abril Bridge (A2) or the Vasco da Gama Bridge (A12). Follow the A2 highway 
(change to this if  you left Lisbon on the A12). Exit the A2 to the A6 and the national 
road (N114), just 12 km from Évora.

Badajoz - Évora
Car - distance - 100km | average duration - 1 hour by the A6 highway. The exit for Évo-
ra is made about 15km from the city to the N18, the road that links Évora to Estremoz. 
[Badajoz, Elvas, Borba, Estremoz, Evoramonte, Évora (roads N4 and N18) | Badajoz, 
Elvas, Borba, Vila Viçosa, Redondo, Évora (roads N4, N255 and N254)

Porto-Évora
Car - distance - 375km | average duration - 4h. Head south on the A1 (highway) to 
Santarém. Then continue on the IC10 to near Almeirim and return again to the highway 
(A13). Follow the A6 from Marateca. After exiting the A1, continue along the IC10 to 
Coruche and then take the N114 through Montemor-o-Novo until you reach Évora.

Faro - Évora 
Carro - distance - 225km | average duration - 2.30h. Follow Via do Infante (A22) and 
then A2. Exit the highway near Ourique and enter the IP2 towards Évora, passing 
through Beja and Portel.

Public transportations

Bus
https://www.rede-expressos.pt

Train
https://www.cp.pt/passageiros/pt
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37th  World Scout & Guide Collectors Meeting

12th  EuroScout

ARENA D’ ÉVORA
Events localization

The Old Bullring of  Évora, dating from 1889, 
was considered one of  the best in the country, 
with capacity for 5000 people. In 2007 it was 
adapted to a multipurpose pavilion after re-
modelation works. It is used to hold events of  
cultural nature, especially music concerts, but 
also for sports games and bullfights, its original 
function.

Address
Avenida General Humberto Delgado
7005-158 Évora 

GPS Coordinates
38º 34’ 00” N
07º 54’ 38” W 



Thursday, day 3

15.00  - Arrival of Exhibitors / Collectors and Assembly of Collections
   (optional)

Friday, day 4

09.00 - Arrival of Exhibitors / Collectors and Assembly of Collections

10.00 -  Opening of the exhibition
   Philately Scout Exhibition - 12ª EuroScout
   Collectors Exhibition - 37º WSGCM

18.30 - Official Exhibition Opening

 
Saturday, day 5

10.00 - Opening of the exhibition
  Philately Scout Exhibition - 12ª EuroScout
  Collectors Exhibition - 37º WSGCM
  Commemorative Stamp Launch

10.30 - Guided Tour
15.00 - Guided Tour

17.00 - IFSCO Conference  | CPCOE Annual Meeting

20.00 - Official Dinner with performance 
            of musical group of Cante Alentejano (UNESCO Heritage) 
  
 Sunday, day 6

10.00 - Opening of the exhibition
  Philately Scout Exhibition - 12ª EuroScout
  Collectors Exhibition - 37º WSGCM

13.00 - Exhibition Closure
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In the Spring of  1996 ArGe Pfadfinder, the German 
Scout stamp club, invited the Scout collectors of  Eu-
rope to bring their Scout Stamp displays for a special 
three day weekend exhibition. 

They held the show, which they named EuroScout, in 
Grafing near Munich. 

This first exhibition took place from 17 to 19 May 
1996 on the occasion of  the 20 years of  the associa-
tion Arge Pfadfinder e.V.

The response was so positive and the event was such a 
success that the attending Austrians offered to host a 
second EuroScout two years later. And so was started 
a biannual event that continues today, each show in a 
different European city sponsored by the local Scout 
stamp collectors club.

EuroScout is an international show of  Scout and Gui-
de stamps, postal documents and philatelic literature 
and includes related postcards and paper ephemera 
and memorabilia. 

The World Scout and Guide Collectors Meeting is an 
event that took place every year and is an opportunity 
to view Scouting memorabilia and history, learn more 
about world Scouting and collecting, meet collectors 
from other countries, and acquire and trade Scouting 
items and other collectible objects.

Everything pertaining to Scouting can be collected. 
The concept of  Scouting memorabilia is not limited 
to cloth and metal insignia, uniforms and awards, but 
extends to handbooks and advancement pamphlets, 
postage stamps, magazines, camping equipment is-
sued by a national Scout organization, photographs, 
coffee mugs, and other items. 

Some of  these areas may overlap with other spheres 
of  collecting, when valued for a connection to a his-
torical event; for instance if  a president signs a docu-
ment related to Scouting, the pen and the document 
itself  may both be considered related to that president 
as well as to Scouting.

The first meeting took place in 1983 at Bullet, Swit-
zerland.

EUROSCOUT 
BRIEF HISTORY

WORLD SCOUT AND GUIDE 
COLLECTORS MEETING 
BRIEF HISTORY

The insignia of  the Meetings in 2018 is based on the 
Alentejo landscape. The Alentejo is a territorial unit 
characterized by a huge natural diversity and lands-
cape. The strong tones of  the fields and grasslands 
contrast with the plowed and clay lands. The Sun has 
a constant presence. 

Here and there some of  the more verdant crops cha-
racterize the undulating landscape punctuated by the 
shrub or cork oak, so often centenarian trees (Quercus 
suber). Évora is represented by one of  its most em-
blematic monuments: the Roman temple of  Diana.

The insignia ...



ÉVORA
ÉVORA
UNESCO World Heritage

Évora has been a Unesco World Heritage since 1986. Considered a city-museum, Évora has 
maintained until today the traditional charm throughout the historical center. It is a fortified 
city and the walls, in Vauban style, were built in the 17th century, following the design of  the 
French engineer Nicolas de Langres.

But the history of  Évora is much older. In prehistory there were small villages in the region, as 
it is easy to verify if  we follow the Évora Megalithic Circuit. Much later, twenty centuries ago, 
the Celts dominated the region and, it is thought, that one of  their tribes, the Eburones (from 
Eburos, the Celtic word for yew-tree, Taxus baccata L., a sacred tree for the Celtic tribes and 
spontaneous in peninsular territory), will have been in the origin of  the name Évora.

credits photos and map: besttimetour.com | Câmara Municipal de Évora 



The Giraldo Square, built around 1570, is the heart of  the city. The name of  the square is a reference to Geraldo 
Geraldes the “Without Dread”, who conquered Evora to the Moors in 1167.  It was in Giraldo Square that the 
first free fair market was held in Évora, during the reign of  D. Dinis. It was here that the religious, commercial 
and political center converged. In addition to the Fountain, Giraldo Square have important monuments, such as 
the Church of  Santo Antão, the arcades and Henrique’s fountain. With a quadrangular format it is flanked by old 
buildings where elements of  the architecture of  the period in Romanesque and Gothic are still identified.

To the center stands the fountain built in 1571 by the architect Afonso Álvares, master of  works of  the Infante 
D. Henrique. The royal patronage of  the work, carried out in the reign of  D. Sebastião, is marked by a crown 
with a card in the ark, allusive to the monarch, and is complete with the commemorative inscription SEBAS / 
TIANO LVSIT REGI / PIO FE / LICIS / VICTO / RIA.

The church of  Santo Antão, begun in 1557 and designed in late Renaissance style, in the tradition of  the parish 
churches, closes the square. Inside, the painting “São Miguel e as Almas” is attributed to Jerónimo Corte Real, a 
local artist from the middle of  the 16th century and the “Saint Augustine” by Francisco Vieira Lusitano. Note 
the front of  the main altar, in marble, dating from the fourteenth century.

The Giraldo
Square
the historic 
center of Évora,
the fountain and
the church
of Santo Antão

21



Temple 
of Diana
the romam temple

During the troubled period of  Roman occupation, Évora was called Liberalitas Julia. 
Dated of  this time is the most emblematic monument of  the city, the Roman Temple. It 
was probably built in honor of  the emperor Augustus, who was venerated as a god du-
ring and after his reign. The association with the Roman hunting goddess was originated 
through a legend created in the seventeenth century.

The structure that has survived to this day consists of  fourteen Corinthian columns and 
their respective architraves, placed on a rectangular platform. The temple of  Évora still 

has the complete base (the podium). It had a staircase, now in 
ruins, on the south side. The temple porch, which no longer exists, 

was originally a hexastil. The capitals and the bases of  the columns are of  white mar-
ble of  Estremoz and the columns and the arquitrave of  granite. Recent excavations 
indicate that the temple was surrounded by a water mirror.

It was built in the center of  the Forum (Main Square) in the 1st century AD suffering 
considerable damage in the fifth century, caused by the Barbarian Invasions of  the 
Germanic peoples.

In 1836 recognizing the importance of  the building, it was carefully cleaned of  the 
medieval constructions that were added to the temple.

It is in a public area and can be visited freely at any time. It is located in one of  the 
highest points and center of  the city, next to the Garden of  Diana, where you can 
see the beautiful Alentejo flat land.

3
credits photos: https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com  |  https://en.wikipedia.org



crédit photo: DescobertasdoThelmo.Blogspot.com



Sé Cathedral 
of Évora

the church between
romanic and the

gothic style

4

45

From an architectural point of  view, the Cathedral of  
Évora is one of  the most important manifestations of  

gothic architecture in Southern Portugal. The Sé Cathe-
dral stands at the highest point of  the walled city. It was built 

in granite between 1186 and 1250, in an architectural style of  
transition between Romanesque and Gothic, becoming the heart of  

the Holy Church in Portugal. Throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centu-
ries it was enlarged with the addition of  the two towers, and in the eighteenth century the 
main chapel was added.

The cathedral is dedicated to the Virgin Mary and there is a rare representation of  her in 
advanced state of  pregnancy. This type of  representations had been banished by the Pope 
in century XV. Integrated in the Cathedral there is a Museum of  Sacred Art.

Museum of Évora
The genesis of  the Évora Museum is due to Friar Manuel do Cenáculo, archbishop of  
Évora and collector and appreciator of  art. This religious created in 1804 the Évora Public 
Library and in it reserved a room to exhibit art. In 1915 it was formally created as part 
of  a Central Government policy to create a Museum in each district capital. He settled in 
the Bishop’s Palace where he still remains today. The collection of  the museum is about 
twenty thousand pieces, of  various themes, such as archaeological finds, art and objects of  
natural history. Included are some of  the pieces originally collected by Manuel do Cenácu-
lo, paintings of  the 17th and 18th centuries.
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The church of  San Francisco was built between 1480 and 1510, in Gothic and Manueline style, with 
interior decoration by the artists at the service of  the king, Francisco Henriques, Jorge Afonso and 
Garcia Fernandes. 

The plan was responsibility of  Martim Lourenço, who implanted the new temple in a place where 
an old Romanesque church already existed. At the end of  the fifteenth century there is a remodeling 
that leaves the church as we see it today. In the followed years the court installed several times in the 
convent annexed to the church. In century XIX, with the extinction of  the religious orders, the con-
vent enters in a state of  ruin, being demolished. The church of  San Francisco remained where, it is 
said, is buried Gil Vicente, the playwright of  the sixteenth century, and the famous Chapel of  Bones.

The Chapel of  Bones is a monument of  penitential architecture. It was built between 1460 and 1510 

in Gothic style, being annexed to the church of  San Francisco. De-
dicated to Senhor dos Passos, a well-known image of  the Eborans as 

Lord Jesus of  the House of  Bones, this image represents an impressive 
representation of  the suffering of  Christ on his way to Calvary with the 
cross on his back. 

The Bones Chapel was built on the initiative of  three Franciscan friars, 
whose aim was to convey the message of  the transience and fragility of  
human life. Most of  the bones that line the walls of  the chapel come 
from about 42 convent cemeteries, which in the sixteenth century occu-
pied precious space in the city of  Évora.

The monks then decided to line the walls of  the chapel with about five 
thousand of  the bones that were buried in these cemeteries, including 
those of  the three monks who created the chapel and who have a pro-
minent place. On the porch of  the chapel there is a curious phrase that 
says: “We bones that are here, for yours we wait.”

The Church of San 
Francisco and the Chapel of Bones

6 7
credits photos: catbirdineurope.files.wordpress  www.visitevora.net | https://en.wikipedia.org



The Palace of King Manuel
and the Hermitage of São Brás

This palace, also known as the Royal Palace of  Évora and the Royal Palace of  San 
Francisco, originated in a convent that existed there in the 13th century. The royal 
family began to use its facilities in the fourteenth century, but it is with the reign of  
King João I, who used to settle there for retreat, which becomes a palace. The monarchs 
that followed enlarged the palace, making it a beautiful Renaissance-style building. By their 
doors they entered prominent figures from the history of  Portugal, such as Vasco da Gama and 
Gil Vicente, who came to the audience with the king. Throughout the 16th century it fell into 
decay and during the Restoration War (1640-88) was used as a munitions depot. After 1834, the 
year of  the extinction of  religious orders, some public services operated on its premises, but the 
advanced state of  degradation of  the building led to the destruction of  its oldest wings.

The São Brás Hermitage, situated outside the walls at Rossio de São Brás, was built by D. João 

II, where there would already 
be a small wooden temporary 
gafaria, erected to deal with 
the plague-stricken people that 
devastated the country in 1479-
80. The monument is particularly 

innovative in the use of  a typical 
Alentejo manuelino-mudéjar style, 

with succession of  staggered, robust 
and crowned with merlons volumes, and 

inaugurates the use of  cylindrical buttres-
ses with conical corusers. This temple marks 

the introduction of  the late gothic in Évora. In the 
interior of  single nave, covered by perfect back vault, there are several pa-
nels of  geometric pattern tile, in green and white, still fiftieth and something 
mudéjares.

In the main chapel, the altarpiece also in gilded carving frames a wooden 
sculpture of  the patron saint of  the temple in a central housing.

98
credits photos: Câmara Municipal de Évora  | www.visitevora.net
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12

5 - Museu de Évora  Évora Museum
6 - Igreja de São Francisco  Church of San Francisco
7 - Capela dos Ossos  Chapel of Bones
8 - Paço de D. Manuel  King Manuel Palace

9  -   Ermida de São Brás  Hermitage of Saint Brás
10 - Palácio Cadaval  Cadaval Palace 
11 - Muralhas de Évora  Castle Walls of Évora
12 - Igreja da Graça  Church of Grace

1 - Praça do Giraldo  Giraldo Square
2 - Igreja de Santo Antão  Church of Saint Antão
3 - Templo de Diana  Temple of Diana
4 - Sé Catedral de Évora  Cathedral of Évora

ARENA

9

Percurso Acessivel  Accessible route

Percurso parcialmente Acessivel  
Partially accessible route
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ACCOMMODATION 
in the vicinity of ARENA

CANTONMENT
in the vicinity of ARENA

HOSTEL
in the vicinity of ARENA

IMPORTANT
CONTACTS

CAMPING

Hotel ibis Evora                      200m da Arena d'Evora 
Rua de Viana, 18 - Quinta Da Tapada - Urbanização 
Da Muralha, 7000-968 Évora, Portugal
e-mail: h1708@accor.com
tel: +351 266 760 700

Moov Hotel Évora                  300m da Arena d’Evora 
Rua do Raimundo 99, 7000-661 Évora, Portugal
e-mail: evora@hotelmoov.com
tel: +351 220 407 000

Vitoria Stone Hotel                 300m da Arena d’Evora 
Rua Diana de Lis 5, 7005 - 413 Évora, Portugal
GPS: N 38º 33.840' W 7º 54.738'
tel: +351 266 707 174
e-mail reservas: book@vitoriastonehotel.com /
geral: info@vitoriastonehotel.com

Hotel Dom Fernando             300m da Arena d’Evora 
Av. Dr. Barahona, 2, 7005-150 Évora, Portugal
tel reserve: +351 266 737 990/
cancelamento: +351 266 737 990
e-mail: reservas@hoteldomfenrnando.com

M'AR de ar Muralhas                 400m da Arena d’Evora 
Travessa de Palmeira 4, 7000-546 Évora, Portugal
Tel.: + 351 266 739 300
e-mail: geral@mardearhotels.com

Evora Olive Hotel                    400m da Arena d’Evora 
Rua de Eborim 18, 7000-659 Évora, Portugal
GPS: N 38º 568493’, W -7º 906105’
tel: +351 266 760 050
e-mail: evora.reservas@luxhotels.pt.

Vila Galé Évora                        400m da Arena d’Evora 
Avenida Túlio Espanca, 7005-840 Évora, Portugal
tel: +351 266 758 100
e-mail: evora@vilagale.com /evora.reservas@vilagale.
com

Hostel Namasté                     400m da Arena d’Evora
Largo Doutor Manuel Alves Branco, 12, Évora, 
tel:  +351 266 743 014
Coordenadas GPS: 38.56919,-7.905752

Old Evora Hostel                    400m da Arena d’Evora
Rua Serpa Pinto / Travessa Do Barão Nº 4 A Évora,
tel: +351 934734493
e-mail: oldevorahostel@gmail.com

Evora Terrace Hostel             400m da Arena d’Evora
Endereço: Praça do Giraldo, 83, 2º
tel: +351 932 644 459  |  +351 912 905 612
e-mail: evoraterracehostel@hotmail.com
http://www.evoraterracehostel.com 

Embrace Evora Hostel          500m da Arena d’Evora
Rua Romão Ramalho nº 37 Évora
tel: +351 926 914 903
e-mail: embraceevora@gmail.com

Parque de Campismo Orbitur  500m da Arena Evora
Estrada de Alcáçovas, Herdade Esparragosa, Évora 
tel: +351 266 705 190
e-mail: infoevora@orbitur.pt

Sede do Grupo 256 AEP - Rua da Estação, 25 - Évo-
ra (with hot baths and capacity ca. 20 pax)

Fundação Salesianos Évora - Av. São João Bosco, 4 
- Évora (with hot baths and capacity ca. 40 pax)

ORGANIZATION
Vítor Gonçalves  +351 962 345 970 
E-mail: vitor.peres.goncalves@gmail.com
Paulo Seixas  +351 932 276 372 
E-mail: paulojcseixas@gmail.com

CPCOE
Clube Português de Coleccionadores de Objectos Escutistas 
Internet: http://www.cpcoe.org/evora2018/
E-mail: mail@cpcoe.org

INFORMAÇÕES
ÚTEIS

Here are a few places to stay in Évora, among many others 
in the surroundings of  the historical center and near the 
Arena. 
There are search engines that can help such as www.
booking.com or www.trivago.com. www.hostelworld.com or 
www.hostelbookers.com. There are hotels and hostels that 
have a shuttle service from the airport to Évora.
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